


















1.6 

They crawl into light. 

The shadow of the window, the bars are written in light and dark on 

the swirling, knotty grain of the floor. 

Within a shadow frame 

-their shadow sharp in bright light -

They touch shadow and light, fingers feeling textures

Light fills and -

This ceiling is devoid of decoration.

Window panes, shadows of a grid, a cage.

They become enlivened and sing -their shadow is encased in light;

Walking loudly, in a frenzy, calling to the ceiling, sinking under its

weight, rubbing at their cheeks, their strike their cheeks.

By Lindsey Dodd, from the songworks Trans/space, Szydl6w synagogue & Floors and windows, Pir'lcz6w Synagogue 

Within a shadow frame Postmemorial generations and their members may live within shadow frames

created not just by the past, but by their present questing. What casts the shadow 

frameo What is cast by itP Is it the person or the pastP Or the interpretive weight 

of retelling the past, or of trying to make senseo Shadow frames create borders of 

light and dark, and someone may be trapped inside - although the frame is a 

shadow intangible, unreal, an illusion of light It may disappear or mutate. Shadow 

frames may act as barriers inside which people feel they should or must operate. 

The presence of individuals may also throw a shadow frame across the past, 

casting both light and dark in their shape. Shadow frames may cast their somatic 

effects into lives as well, as disquiet, a burdensome weight or self-attack. 

She sin�s and makes voices, metamorphosis 

Here we encounter a rapid, inexplicable, varied form of vocalized expression, that was embedded and 

embodied in place and face, but which was not a song This was an experience of becoming bits of 

everything were in everything else, and everything was tending towards something else. It was multiplici

tous; it was full; transformations were happening as the singer moved on unseen lines, near-simultaneously 

and always holding what came before, from status to status, pulled or drawn where an affective flow led her. 

This forced a recognition of the sheer impossibility of interpretive fixity a tendency towards movement 

rather than stasis. The singer was becoming the life of this place, tending towards it in its multiple forms, 

times and objects. In becoming, the life of this place entered her too. Here is a moment of inter-affectivity in 

a visceral, embodied form. It evokes the becoming-tendency of research and researcher, and the 

becoming-tendency of affective practices. To do affective research, we must tend elsewhere, and embrace 

openly happenstance, flow and unknowability. 

A cry of horror -animal -bird call -a door squeaks open -an animal -a baby -a 

song, a singer, opera, scales -off-just off-clicking -horses' hooves -a dog barks -

a Christian church -shift elsewhere -from grimace to horror -grimace to horror -a 

gargoyle -stuck-voice creaks -the beauty of this ceiling -sound leaps up-sounds 

make scales, make tunes -metamorphosis -animals, laugh, monkey, squawk. 

She sings. She makes voices. Metamorphosis. All life was here. 
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